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exchange.' "Several "economies", or indeed the interdependent "world economy",

are thus profbundly affected, not necessarily because anything physical has

happened at all. Even where something physic<il — a drought, a war — has

happened, it is the interpretation of this (perceptions that are communicated)

which moves people at those stock exchanges to go into panic buying or selling.

Communication inlldeszelopraen-t. — -■

If we apply these propositions to development, we cannot avoid realizing

that how it "works", and if it "works" — and whether it lasts and becomes

self-reliant — are heavily dependent upon human communication. Developments

consists' of processes in which various groups are stimulated (by communication)

to improve aspects of their ways of living and producing. Development is

thus cultural, it is perception- and communication -loaded, and not at all

just a matter of material "inputs". Money, material and equipment will only

result in development if those supposed to use them decide that these "inputs"

are safe to risk' using for change that they"wane for themselves; and if they

obtain the' right new technical information. All of their decisions are

functions of perception and communication; their new tools of knowledge and

techniques themselves obviously arrive only with communication.

Yet human communication is the usually unwritten line between every

actual written line of a development programme or project. These documents

assert that, as a result of stated "inputs", a number of concrete things

will happen — for example, that food production "will be" increased., or

disease "will be" reduced, and by so much, within stated timetables.

Each "will be", however, really means that whole sequences of

communication must take place, with identified audiences, in the right

language, in the right order, conveying innovations that they will wish to

adopt because they will have been involved in planning the effort, arid that

they have learned how to apply through respectful and sustained

information-support.

Farmers do not "increase food production" because a development planning

document says that it "will be" increased ---■ or because that, document rnay

indeed provide for injections of fertiliser and ecfuipmentf even proposed

irrigation schemes. Farmers will increase their production when it makes

sense to them to do so; when they are convinced that a proposed new technique

will be materially safe for them to risk their very livelihoods? and when

their inherited wise knowledge of their soil and their climate tells them

that the new seed or method of usir.a land is safe. And most farmers will

do none of this unless they receive what they judqe to bo adequate information

about the suggested new techniques, in terms (language) they, can understand,

and with the questions this information wUl first prompt adequately answered

by someone they trust (extension agents, which means local farming

communicators).



I. INTRODUCTI0vti/

The most powerful, and yet elusive -force in the world has always been

commmunication. it every stage of human society, it has been the life-bloo-i

of news .and knowledge and entertainment and fantasy; of culture and the

value-systems that are the sap and the stability of society; of.evolutionary

change in governance and production- or of .revolutionary turmqij..

Communication is the substance of perceptions --- what people understand abqut

themselves and their environment, and how all forces in their universe work;

what they may change in those understandings, and how they react to ssueh

change. Communication is the sum total of relevant information wifch wh^chi,

they can empower themselves for development in their communities. *—~-.,~-

we have in fact always lived in an incessant "age of communication"»

otherwise we would not have lived. Our wise ancestors in all cultures., always

understood this, and spoke of the primacy of "the word" and of. "vision1';

but .as professional and scientific specializations developed, they began

to dominate perceptions of what moves and changes society, and "the,word"

was submerged. Even today* when modern information, technology has. popularized,

the idea of a first-ever "Age of Information",, or an "Information. Revolution",

attention is focused more on the gadgetry and what it does, than on human

communication as a stream coursing through*' 'and" "pr6vf3ing™"plie" "mQr,lve;~~for;ee

for all human endeavour, now and since the beginningsi of society. ,.. . ,

Thus, for example, came the dominance of "economics", which has acquired

an almost mythical stature as a process &n$ force of its.own.. Yet a,moment's

reflection will show that "economics" is only, the result of particular flows

of information. "Money" has no intrinsic value, only what given groups .of.,

human beings decide that it represents at any one moment — a piece of paper

currency, backed by gold or some other exchangeable commodity, whose value

rises and falls according to how much some distant group of people want

something that they' do not have, or more of something than they do have,

or less. - . . . ■ -,,.- .

"Value" is a perception that is communicated. "Want" is. a decision

baseid on information mixed with a wish that in turn grows out of a perception,

that in turn has been communicated to the one who wants. We see these

constantly underlying roles of communication in economies very dramatically

in today's stock exchanges, where the entire value of stocks may crumble

because of the grass-fire sweep (by communication) of someone's, fear, (a

perception) that something is going to qo wrong with ".the economy" (a. whole

jumble^pf_ perceptions) .— and when the-news of this reaches (is communicated)

across the world, in a few hours there ie pandemonium in another stock

}J Senior Consultant. The views expressed in this paper are those

of ..the author and do not necessarily represent United Nations policy. ■'•'■■
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People do not adopt new health practices because some distant health

plan says that this "will be" done. They do so when sufficient information

has been communicated to them tc enable them to consider the suggested cause

of illness, carefully and in consultation with their own health sages, and

to decide that it makes sense and merits their risking the health-state they

and their children now have, in adopting the new practices. And. again, they

will not do this unless the new information reaches them in language they

can deal with, and the questions it will prompt are answered for them by

someone they can trust.

In the same way, people do not adopt family planning because a population

plan states that net fertility "will be11 reduced in a country. They do so.

when they have carefully decided on a whole complicated web of new ideas

that are offered them through communication — from woman-man status

relationships, to lessened women's workload and family financial burdens,

to perceptions that infant mortality is being reduced by new health facilities
so that only two or three children will survive,, and deeper again to the

entire place of procreation in their value-systems. Everything about this,

too, is human communication, before it is anything else.

The moment this is stated, it is totally obvious. Yet plans for this

communication cannot be found in most development documents — only the

ever-present and exhaustively spelled out "will be"f with "plans" for

everything else. Like "economics", like 'agriculture", like "health",

development itself has been given a kind of mythical stature and assumed

power of: its own — divorced from people because its planners and

administrators (national and externally assisting) have usually ignored the

role of human communication.

In the whole of the Lagos Plan of Action for Africans economic

development, there are only a few sentences that speak vaguely of the
"mobilisation" of the people, o£ '"uoiamunity development", of the use, of media

for training, but not with any significant emphasis — until the section

on Women and Development. There, for the first time, there are actually
18 explicit lines headed "Communications and Mass Media", clearly because

the drafters of that chapter were acutely conscious of the role of human

communication in that challenge. Otherwise, no one reading the Lagos , Plan

of Action and considering what patterns of investment of energy and funds,

organization and skills-traininq would be required to implement its goals,

could derive any significant message'as to the crucial importance of planning

and providing for communication-support for virtually every "will be* and

"should be" in the historic document.

To note thin of the Lagos Plan of Action is not to make any special

or isolated critical comment. The same has been true of virtually all other
master plans, five-year national development plans, multi-sectoral and sectoral

development programmes, and project documents, down all the years of the

South's gigantic development efforts.
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Causes of neglect

The dominant cause of this neglect, as already noted, has been the

submergence of consciousness of the role of human communication in society

in general, by the numerous specialized disciplines that have achieved such
stature in the last few_ centuries. A second major cause has been an assumption

embedded in the TTestern "model" of development, which simply pre-supposed

the levels of formal education of citizens that were being built simultaneously

with the TJest[s industrial and then technological revolutions. Everyone

who really enquired knew that this pattern did not obtain in the vast majority

of ex-colonial developing countries; but the conclusion then reached was

simply that "education" was one "sector1, which its specialists would be

"looking after" — not that radical uses of communication should be invested

in, in all "sectors", to compensate for the long and slow haul in formal
education.

A third cause has been the linear, optimistic Western view of development

that "inputs" simply "make things happen"; that the mere launching of

the "input" starts something called ^progress": that an "innovation", in

the very meaning assigned to the word, is positive. This alone has been

a disastrous mis-perception. Development does not begin as a positive, but

as a profound disturbance ■— tc i^c^ple,- v.hose overcoming of their apprehensions

and doubts will alone give it a chance later to become positive. If this

had been more widely understood, there would have been a greater openness

to realizing the crucial functions of human communication. It is absolutely

no accident that the areas of development in which by far the greatest

attention has been paid to communication; are those most humanly sensitive

-~ mother and child health, and f^n*-- ly olanning.

A fourth major cause of neglect has undoubtedly been the urbanization

and specialization of the minds of professionals in the twentieth century.

Planning development in a city de-t-'-r-o^alizcs the process, or at most inclines

the planner to think in the material terms of the neo-classic economist,

in which "people" are units of employment-, and, inevitably under the v?es£ern

development inodel,. industrial or services-type employment.

Urbanized minds also regard the countryside as something "out there",

and almost inherently "backward" (twentieth century urban language is'filled

ttfith colloquial derogatives for the rural space and its oeople). Until quite

recently, "modern" perception of the small farmer was of an ''inefficient"

producer — and, under that Western model, someone who in any case should

end up in an urban factory therefore needed no special attention.

In a great many instances, planners and sectoral specialists did not

even think of communication, because it had not been in their training*

therefore not in their perceptions. For most economists, trained according

to the Western development "model11, communication simply ''happens". If asked,

most technical specialists have replied that "that sort of. thing has nothing

to do wi-ch us; someone else looks after that , 7he "someone else", of course,

turns out to be a budqet-starvod Extension Division ... or a Ministry of

Information which had itself been largely handed the ^Testern information

model to replicate* meaning "mass media" for news and entertainment.
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Consequences of neglect

The consequences of not seeing these; VJ.tal communication needs between

the lines" of 'all ?ttoe:- "will he's" and: "shcmld-be's" iiave been evident for

many years all over the South. Too many projects have either failed or only

limped along because of the first failure of communication — they were

designed by distant peoplet and lacked in their very conceptualization the

benefit of the advice and ideas of those who were supposed to be the actors

and beneficiaries, but who do not feel that the project belongs to them or

'>■'•' is safe to risk much over.

Many projects are subject to what are called "bureaucratic delays" —

but which, if properly investigated, usually turn out to be overworked civil

servants :who themselves have never been properly informed, about the project,

its goals^, and their roles in it. In other cases, projects limp or, fail

because in the end they absolutely depend upon an effective, trustful working

together between local change agents (agricultural extension workers, health

personnel, teachers, etc.) and the community -- but again, no one thought

to communicate- properly with the change agents, no one thought to equip them

properly with the content and tools to communicate the new techniques -..

and in recent years under "structural adjustment" they have in any case been

the first to be dismissed or rendered inoperable for lack of resources.

Sometimes, ironically, there has indeed been communication, but so ill-

planned -that it defeats the development objective — like the farm broadcaster

who with best intentions begins tolling listeners about a new fertilizer

which, however, they then cannot find in their district/ and of" which the

local extension officer has never heard. By the planting season, the farmer

listeners have not only lost interest in the fertilizer, but also confidence

in the poor innocent extension officer for all future purposes.

Re-discovering "people"

Suddenly, however, after several decades of these problems, there is

a fresh chance. The development profession has been re-discovering the primacy

of people, over money, concrete, and machinery. Ho international meeting

can respectably end without a serious invocation of the importance of "human

resources development". And the phrase, "popular participation", which has

for so long been merely tucked onto declarations and documents without anyone

involved knowing what it really meant, is equally coming into vogue. With

a little luck — but abovs all .a lot of communication — the 1990s might

turn out tG be the decade of development by the people, of the people, and

for the people.

Mew communication technology

This re-discovery of coinciding with another fortunate^set of occurrences

— the exponential reduction in unit-costs of modern communication technology;

improvement in its sturdiness; and considerable improvement in its simplicity

. to learn and handle. As Africa heads into the 1990s, systems and techniques

of communication that could not realistically be considered for community-

level use a decade ago are now ready — and astonishingly economical.



II. THE DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT

ia of develops

communication
rCG 3 °£ devei°Pment « centred around people, an assessment

^^ f*!"™1™"™ «»*«t or environiTTf
of J r, P « centred around people, an assessment
a region'" ^^ f*!"™1™"™ «»*«t' or environmeniTTf a country
model meS QUlte diffGrent carting points from the Western "input-

In that model, an "input" was something that comes from outside — outside

fer") Tf " ^^ """** ln *» *"•«" "*id"' and "techno ogyfer ) ftr^fer") Tf " ^^ """** ln *» *"•«" "*id"' and "techno ogytransfer •), or from outside the rural area, where the majority of the people

'fT tO thG VUlageS (thG VllagGS ar° aI^S i th "*^" lto

majority of the people

tOH thG VUlageS (thG VllagGS ar° aI^S in the "*^" -lationship; ^ern-educated folk, and central government, which are "up")!

the .»! Ttt vehicles. They contained "targets" calculated

-t««ror 'GV J " "lB° "UptI)' and they Co^ained references
the 'Jr " l * ^

If anyone had thought of communication for these processes, it was equally

to h,VOmmUJl1CatiOn "tO" theSG "targGt W«P«'* "ho have been supposed not
to have anything professionally valuable to say about such development until

did arrive , already "packaged". Such communication "input" was very

^COrf?Kd " thr°Ugh "M" mGdia" (print' raiao' television), all
nf ^T, "^'^ characteri^ics - because no one can ask
of a Panted document, a radio loudspeaker, or a television screen?""

Where people are

tUrn t?±8 GntirS picUturG d > hi ^' the
starting poxnts are also with them, and where they are. In Africa, where
the people are in 1990 is as follows:

Percentage of population in urban and rural areas

K£Si°n Urban Rurai

Eastern Africa 22.4% 77 6%
Middle Africa 39.6% 60 4%

western Africa 33#ls 66i9%

Northern Africa 44.3% 55 7%

Southern Africa 55.6% 44^4%
Africa as a whole 34.5% 65.*5%

A people-centred development communication perspective thus suggests

tL I ^- .«" ecologic/l degradati,
the margins of cities and towns, by no means contentedly, indeed
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mostly in considerable misery. One of the. single greatest questions for

the 1990s may be how much of the urbanization to date can be reversed —

unhappy people encouraged to return to their ancestral homelands by.new and

successful rural development ~™ and how much presently projected increased

exodus into over-burdened cities and towns can be averted by such rural

development.

Mass media capacities

Notwithstanding the limitations of use of mass media (as defined in

the West) for development communication, they have a definite potential role

as conveyors of development news, and other broad development information;

and they can indeed be effective to communicate broad "consciousness-raising"

for development, if then picked up and interpolated by change agents, KGOs,

and community leaders on the ground.

It is important at once, however, to realize Africa's relative extreme

deprivation in such mass-media capacities to date. A comparison of some

basic statistics with those of Latin America and the, Caribbean discloses

the following picture; . r .

Some.comparative mass media capacities^/

Region Population Newspapers Radio sets Televisions

(millions) (daily) (millions) . (millions)

Africa 549 137 110 , 22.7

Latin America

and the Caribbean 406 1,158 . 134 . ... 59

In this discouraging picture, a very hopeful n_ew trend may lie in the

development in Africa of rural newspapers, with the assistance of OHESCO

and other organizations. UNESCO reports there are now some 60 such rural

nev/spapers monthly, or weekly, in African languages, with circulations ranging

from 100 to 100,000, with a circulation totalling about 700,000, and of course

readership many times that number. They include, in Benin (1),. Burkina Faso

(3), Burundi (1), Central African Republic (1), GJiana (1), Kenya (11), Liberia

{1), Madagascar (3 ), Mali (1), lUgcr (13), Rwanda {3), united Republic of

Tanzania (8), Togo (2) and Zambia (6).!/

I/Data drawn from UNESCO's World Communication Report, 1988.

ibid. ; it is not easy for UNESCO to maintain such data^ and

there may be more such rural newspapers than above by now. r,.



UNESCO has also been assisting in the development of micro-computer

(P.C.)-based "desk-top" publishing software in African languages. Rural

(or, for that n.atter, peri-urban) truly localized newspapers have strong

development communication potential. They can carry motivating news of

community efforts and achievements, expose development problems .(not least

for dialogue with administrators), convey at least simple new "techniques,
and at the same time help to maintain literacy.

An ideal combination, especially now that unit-costs'" for-"desk-top

publishing equipment are sharply reducing, is a local newspaper with a capacity

also to produce news wallsheets, which can roach far more people. Desk-top

publishing also makes possible for the first time fully localized illustrated

technical "how to" printed material for less literate users. Here is an

exceptionally rich potential medium for NGOs wherever (as may surely be hoped)

authorities would allow autonomous publications, and adequate financial support
could be mobilized.

"De-colonizing" media
-."<,* ''.' ■ ■ ■ ■

People-centred development starts with people's own cultures, and their

own traditional media — if the negative, inferiority-complexed effects of

the past can be overcome. Africa is intensely rich in its traditional

communicators and their media, from drums to wise elders to local theatre.

The ancient equivalent of what is now called "development" was always

communicated through these personalities and media in Africa as around the

World; only the impact of external cultural arrogance, followed by a worship

of modern technology, caused their relative slippage from their millennial

communication power. It is difficult for fully citified, "cosmopolitanized"

people anywhere to know how to harness such traditional media; a people-centred

African development communication will bring them back into their own. —

and indeed, know how to harness modern media technologies to convey them.

Ground-level communication technology

The statistics for conventionally understood modern "mass media" in

Africa noted above should not be ns discouraging to fiROs and traditional

community leaders as Western-model thinking usually induces. In the last

20 or so years, the new practitioners of development support communication

have proven again and again that a "reversal of roles" is involved for print,

radio, film, and television — from primary to reinforcing.

In the service of development, as already mentioned, they have only

limited "stand-alone" capabilities because they cannot be asked the questions

which the initial disturbances of development propositions do prompt. Nor

can these media effectively carry, by themselves, the complex sequences of

information on new techniques — for example, new farming methods — which

development communication must provide. It is impossible to over-emphasize

how much time has been lost to developing countries in the replication of

Western uses alon for such media, largely for the benefit of urban elites,

and in the relative neglect of "ground-level" media — which can, however,

"take off" from,, say, a development radio programme.



The reversal of roles is profound. It means that the great bulk of

all development communication that can carry through to end-use at the

community level must be done on the ground, in group settings. Here,

everything from the gifted local spea;:orf to song and theatre (, to purely

audio'jcassette recordings, to localized visual displays, to photo-slides

accompanied by localized narration, to film and now videotape, .-.re the key

media for development.

All these media can be planned and adjusted locally, and can communicate

in local idiom, tapping the rich wells of people's own culture. Al can be

presented by, or with, local loaders or change agents (civil servants or

NGO workers) who know how to engage in dialogue, answer people's questions

about new ideas and techniques, and carry out detailed training with such

audio and .visual aids.

ideal relationship with the modern "mass" media is that their

development programmes are at least planned with ground-level development

workers (scientifically run comparative tests have demonstrated that the

farm broadcasting actually has real farmers at the microphone itself).

This reversed-sequence use of the VJcstr s mass media also calls for co

ordination, whereby ground-level change agents (exactly like school teachers

with schools broadcasts) knov of the radio (or TV) programmes in advance,

and their planned contents, and can act as the local follow-up interpreters

and completers of such programmes, with their o^m appropriate ground-level

communication aids. T-ihen this happens, such sad stories as that earlier

related about the well-meaning farm broadcaster, the fertilizer, and the

innocently^ damaged agricultural extension workers, do not occur. . ,. . .

Thus, radio or televj sion can very usefully communicate consciousness-

raising ideas and themes that can reinforce- jthe work of ground-level change

agents and leaders. It has not been at all easy to persuade proud broadcasting

professionals thrit they do not have self-contained development communication

power? but wherever this has been done,, the results hav'1 soon shown.

III. GLIMPSES OF PEOPLE-CEKTRE£ DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION

Starting with the people pro-supposes that they will plan their

development programmes with public authorities, in a truly mutual process

— the first steps in development communication for popular participation.

This takes considerable changes - in mentalities, but whqre it has been done,

and has been pursued through to truly collaborative implementation, the results

are usually dramatically better than top-down planning of projects in inner-

city offices.

Communication for internal planning

For people in the community, this means first an internal process of

communication, in which they sort out what it is that they wish to change
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in their ways of living, what they think they could do better with their

production, and how they think they could earn more- by non-farm means. This

in itself involves skills, tor local leadership and non-governmental

organizations, in prompting and eliciting .dialogue, sometimes conflict

resolution,, always consensus-building. Vary ofton it has boen found that

use of visual or audio-visual tools to capture existing conditions, or project

envisaged changes, is invaluable in this internal consultation in a community.

Inventory communication

It has boon found in many cultures that, as early as possible, a community

will begin greatly to help itself forward in its own development if it

assembles, and then maintains, a reliable "inventory11 of itself — population,

ages, childbirths and their spacing patterns, infant mortality rata, school

enrolments, prevalent sickness; land-sizes and usage, crops and productione

livestock, housing*, ^tc. In many dynamic communities — peri-urbm no less

than,rural — those ongoing self-inventories are kept in one place in visual

form, and it becomes the development meeting and leadership centre, and itself

a communication process in which the visualised data begin to prompt all

manner of new questions and ideas.

Inter-community cor-imunication

Throughout hunan history, innovation has come about through nixes of

local perceptions for change with ideas coming from other places, but ideas

with which people can identify. One of the major barriers to dynamic, truly

endogenous development initiatives at the community level has been cither

the absence of the external — but empathetic — stimulus and example, or

its arrival only in the interpretation of the citified planner (who may either

have chosen the wrong innovations altogether, or be unable to communicate

them in language that earns confidence).

Hers again, the advent by 1990 of low-cost and reasonably rugged audio

visual technology (portable videotape4, has been proving of great values.

Programmes in which local change agents, or I'GO members, of a ieader among
small farmers, are able to rocorc- a development effort elsewhere in a district

or province — and in the comfortable language of the people — and bring

it to another questing emmunity (trails, crros, uncertainties and all), have

been qr.>at stimulators of internal community development planning. This

requires training in the use of such audio-visual tools but, contrary to

many professionally snobbish assumptions, not even full school education

is necessary for people to become perfectly competent videotape communicators.

Communicating to the public planner

The "inventory" centre can be the beginning of powerful communication

by a community of itsolf, its needs, and T-rhat it wants to achieve, to public

planners and national (and international) sources of assistance. The use

of videotape will, of course, greatly enhance this communication where

possible. Sometimes, too, things that arc difficult to express face to fare

to officialdom for a variety of sensitive reasons can be successfully conveyed
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through audio-visual materials. And not at all least, it has again and again

be»n demonstrated that if visiting planning authorities are able to take
communication materials about local needs and proposals back with them to

their superiors, they may be far more able to convince them of the people s
choices of the perceived problems that they want to tackle first — and or

local competence to do so.

Communication for skills-training

It is well known by experienced workers that no development, including
so-called "micro-development", is simple; that it does involve the acquisition

of specific now skills (or the upgrading of existing ones); and that it is
very often ^n the use of such new skills that there will be success, or truly

discouragina failure. One serious mistake in an innovation can be a real
disaster in a low-income community, setting back its motivation for a long
time. Countless development schemes administered by government authorities

have failed all over the world because skill-training at the ultimate point
— with the end-users and beneficiaries — was ignored or given insufficient

care.

It is suggested that true people's participation means that the

community's leaders must themselves become equipped to take on training (or
centrainly supplement what the usually overworked change agents can alone
provide). This, too, requires communication skills, to improve upon

traditional rudimentary techniques. Ideally, HGOs should try to build up
a small cadre of people specializing in training-support communication for

use across a given district, and able to modulate with appropriate localizing

those traininy aids that are brought in from outside.

Institutional allies in communication

Ev.-n the foregoing compressed sketch of some of the main components

of development communication at the community level provides an onerous list
of needs — and capacities needing to be built up or strengthened. The
perennial and universal problem in this is that the human and other resource

base of many community organizations, and more formally organized NGOs, is

by its nature very slender. If a significant now drive is to succeed in
popular participation for development, allies for communication-support may

well have to bo sought in better-resourced institutions.

Universities and other training institutions should lend every effort

to become such resources. There is growing experience in Africa of this
valuable partnership, which often provides academic centres with an enriching
window on "the real world". Outside donors may well be more ready to
contribute towards communication-support needs if they see a willing partner-

instdtution w<th an established administration, that can help produce

communication aids, maintain equipment, and ideally re-direct some of its

teaching towards community development.



Research institutes, especially in agriculture, but including research
professionals in universities, need to become far more community-oriented,
and can again be allies in people-centred development communication. They
themselves often need to ground their very work far more clearly in needs
which require the advice ani perceptions of the small farmer and the community?

the co:nmunicAtuon-s;ir.voi-t partnership can become a genuinely mutual one.

Thg private ccimr.-?rcial sector contains many other potential allies,
for energetic kgOj that can canvass ths goodwill of a national conpany dealing
in cornrrai^caUon-reiutea equipnont and supplies — or oven local dealers",

at least ^for discounted supplies nnd perhaps free equipment maintenance.
It ip. a._fcrt!-.r.s-co twi.;'; oZ uho technological fatGG that, where dealers in
reel-fiji.ni voro fc. ^d r— between, dealers in videotape are mushrooming,
as also., in personal contjr v.ter~,.

n 2 ;■■"■; ;:%Li

There is a trzrzi-J.ov.;: thi:;:it amo-;c< I^Oj of all kinds to learn of and
communicate with each ,-hor i- Afrira, within countries and among countries
(especially subregic:^}, ^i t* er^hango concrete ■ experience in development
work. ,?he i^por::an::,? c-2 s'wh rrc-.-:ortilization cannot be over-enphasized,
and with, today 'n .relatively lov-cost technologies it need not require the
traditions! waxti-g for. oo;r.aor.3 Lo provide, the costs cf physically travelling
m .itself in^a.ib;.y frur-t?:a-;:ing, bscause seldom more than one WGO worker

can share in tlj^re rar,. ^ch^es, whore several or more r.iinds and memories

are really needed. .Nor can rs:il n^,:wor>ing be as spasmodic as by occasional

meetings? it comes about thrcugL a sustained, y-ar-round communication flow.

Again, today's l^w-co^. information technology makes this far more
realizable -,han v.ul-J y-.v- been <-*.o caso even 10 years ago- A carefully
researc o,;l ;).',.;, \_ yai'J -«*-- n.vL*-i^i; choul.1 be a priority consideration
among MGCs - ■- c-jid potential honors to rneir efiorts.

An Africa-vric'c a.-jrmsr'rcn^

Tno tTn.V-.C'^ W:^it::.i rt. ^r:..^ Cmraittac for the United Nations Programme

of Action for African ^.ouij Recovery and . D.oveloFrdent (UN-PAEERD) has
included m its work piograr^e a full-scale assessment of Africa's development
support cor.uaunic.Uion noc^.s in the 1990s. Specialists in such communication-

support bo-ch froir. Aijrico. ar-r3 f-or., United Nations organisations involved met

in.l9C9 to asso7.blG a araiz action plan for such an assessment of existing
capacities, and ne--d<>3 scrongthonir^v of capacities.

i ■■ ■. , ■

Such an noso-.sr.7cnt wculd, cf coarso, cover every dimension of
communication of support ae-.^lo^eat, including laass media, pre-service and

in-service profcssior.al r^d technics:, communication craining, the teaching
of the roie of huvrm co^.-unication in development in academic courses in
development economics, ard so oxs.
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The participants in this planning workshop were all, however, strongly

of the view that development support communication at the community and NGO

level was of the very highest importance for African progress. They belioved

that needs in building communication-support capacities among development

NGOs, including those sketched above, should be thoroughly identified

throughout Africa as a special component of the overall assessment. Fully

aware of the forthcoming Conference on Popular Participation, they decided

that it was by far the better place, and its participants far better able,

to build the plans for such this vital component of the overall assessment.

It is very much hoped that this will prove possible at Arusha.

IV. CONCLUSION

This short paper has attempted to sketch the primordial role that human

communication in reality plays in development processes, and a broad picture

of some of its roles -- and needed capacities — for people-centred development

(a term the author much prefers to "popular participation").

Africa's lost decade for development of the 1980s„ combined with all

its other natural and human-made trials, internal and over centuries of

unrelenting external adversity, bring it to the 1990s with surely one paramount

premise. This time, Africa's own genius must be unleashed; this time, the

single greatest asset the continent possesses must not be neglected. That

asset is its people. As events across the entire world almost daily testify,

communication is their empowerment.




